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Arrows & Arrow Flight: 
Recurve Bow Tuning  

 
This document is for serious archers who would like to know more about matching arrows to 
their bow and fine tuning. For a general book try the Archer Reference web site and download 
the PDF file (68 pages).  

 
The Cast of an Arrow  

An archer shooting an arrow experiences cast, essentially the arrow's speed 
and distance. The greater the cast – the greater an arrow's 
speed/distance/momentum – the better. 

Fast arrows spend less time in the air, take a more direct route the the target, 
are less effected by wind and atmospheric conditions. However for a given 
cross sectional area, a slightly heavier arrow will punch through the air better at 
the expense of sight marks at longer distances. It is a balance. 

A bow provides an arrow with momentum, where momentum (wikipedia) is 
defined as mass x velocity... or weight times speed. 

A bow can only provide so much velocity to an arrow, and arrows should be of 
"optimum mass" for a given design of bow, and vice versa. 

For example, an arrow of too low a mass, say 1 gram, will have an arrow speed 
of close to the "dry shot" speed of a bow. The arrow will travel at close to the 
theoretical maximum for given design of bow, however, little of the energy 
stored in a bow of current design would be transferred to the momentum of a 
feather weight arrow. There would be a great deal of noise, and the bow would 
soon break. 

Conversely, a fully drawn bow will very efficiently transfer its energy to a 1 
kilogram arrow. However, arrow velocity will be low, and the arrow will travel a 
few metres. 

We must trust when buying a modern recurve bow that it has been designed to 
efficiently shoot modern, low mass carbon arrows. This is helped by the 
knowledge that the major recurve bow maker and standards setter, Hoyt, is 
owned by the same people that own the major arrow manufacturer Easton 
Archery and that their engineers talk to each other. 

Arrow Construction 

Arrows are made of rods or tubes of stiff, low density material: wood, fibre 
glass, aluminium, carbon fibre, or a composite of carbon fibre wrapped around 
aluminium tubing. 

http://www.archersreference.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Momentum
http://www.hoyt.com/
http://www.eastonarchery.com/
http://www.eastonarchery.com/
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Arrows must be 'quite stiff', but crucially they must retain some bend: a perfectly 
stiff arrow cannot be shot from a bow. Indeed, the correct degree of arrow 
stiffness is one of the keys to successful archery, as will become apparent. 

 Arrows usually have a tubular shaft because, for a given mass of 
material, tubes are stiffer than solid rods.  

 For a given mass of material, larger diameter tubes with thin walls are 
stiffer, but they are also mechanically weaker than narrow thick walled 
tubes, so there is a trade off.  

 Carbon is stiffer and lighter than aluminium, which means that an arrow's 
overall diameter can be thinner (so more aerodynamic) and the arrow 
lighter (so faster) for a given stiffness.  

 For the last 10 or so years, the optimum design for a light, stiff, durable 
arrow has been carbon fibre bonded over aluminium tubing.  

 Easton ACE and X10 arrows are carbon wrapped aluminium, but they 
are also slightly "barrelled" so that the wrap of carbon is (slightly) thicker 
in the middle than the ends... like a barrel. However, although this is 
currently the best design, it is also the most expensive option. 
Interestingly, in the middle ages, the best longbow arrows made of wood 
were also barrelled.  

An arrow has a massive pile (point) made of high density metal (iron or 
tungsten), a nock which fits onto the bow string, and fletchings or vanes 
(UK/USA) that add drag at the rear of the arrow.  

An arrow has a centre of mass (centre of gravity or balance point) and a centre 
of drag: 

 

The centre of drag MUST be behind the centre of mass, and the further behind 
the better, otherwise the arrow will be inherently unstable in flight. Indeed, if the 
centre of drag is in front of the centre of mass the arrow will have a tendency to 
turn round and fly "backwards".  

Large fletchings and a heavy pile will increase the distance between the centre 
of mass and the centre of drag and make the arrow fly better, but at the 
expense of cast (arrow speed). So there is a trade off. 

For a given mass of arrow + pile, a lower mass shaft will increase the distance 
between the centre of mass and the centre of drag. 

Tournament archers often use different arrows for indoor and outdoor use. 

 Indoors over short distances (18 - 25 metres) where line cutters count, 
large diameter aluminium tubes with big fletchings are used.  
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 Outdoors over longer distances (30 - 90 metres) where arrow speed in 
paramount, aluminium-carbon composite arrows with small fletchings are 
employed.  

 Unfletched arrows can be usefully used when tuning a bow because the 
"smoothing" effect of the fletchings is absent. Put another way, if a bow 
can be made to shoot unfletched arrows well, it will shoot fletched arrows 
even better! A well tuned – and well shot – bow is able to group fletched 
and unfletched arrows at 50 yards/metres. (I say "well shot" because 
unfletched arrows are hypercritical and will accentuate poor technique).  

 

The Bendable Arrow 

Consider a 40lb bow, with a bracing height of 9 inches shooting a 28in arrow.  

The initial force on the arrow builds to 40lb, but as the string and arrow move 
forward the force on the arrow decreases, until after 19 inches of acceleration 
(28in – 9in) the arrow leaves the string/bow. 

During the shot, the arrow is pushed by the draw force of the bow applied to the 
nock end of the arrow. The high mass part of the arrow is at the front, and 
separated from the nock by the bendable shaft of the arrow. As a result, the 
arrow dynamically bends:  

 

The term "dynamic bend" or "dynamic spine" is used because the degree of 
bending is difficult – if not impossible – to determine without high speed 
photography.  

To measure the static spine, an arrow shaft is supported at two points, and a 
weight is suspended from the middle. The static spine is a measure of the 
deflection a shaft.  

The Easton arrow chart states use of a 28 inch span and a 1.94 pound (880 
gram) weight. Deflection is measured in inches. (A 29 inch bare shaft, without 
pile or nock is used for measurement.)  

 

http://homepage.ntlworld.com/joetapley/spine.htm
http://www.eastonarchery.com/spineWeight/target/
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The degree of static bend of an arrow, is called the "spine" of the arrow. 

A '520' arrow such as the ACE 520 will deflect 0.520 inch. 

The degree of static deflection gives a good indication of the dynamic bend of 
an arrow – stiffer arrows bend less – but the spine does not give a measure of 
the actual degree of bending when an arrow is shot from a bow. 

Note: The situation is VERY different with compound bows where, as the arrow 
accelerates the force on the arrow increases. In engineering terms this design is 
far more efficient for several reasons and accounts for the greater arrow speed 
from a compound bow. However, the discussion on this page is limited to 
recurve bows. 

 

Simplified Arrow Dynamics: The "One Bend" Archer's Paradox  

The term Archer's Paradox was coined in the mid 1930s by Dr. Robert P. Elmer 
to 'explain' why an arrow would hit a target 
when, from all appearances, it should strike to 
the left.  

The archer's paradox is most clearly observed 
with traditional longbows that do not have a cut 
away in the riser for the arrow rest.  

When shooting a traditional longbow, the arrow 
must point significantly to the left (for a right 
handed archer), yet a well shot arrow will shoot 
straight with respect to the centre shot line of 
the bow. 

The "archer's paradox" is that the arrow shoots straight, even though it starts off 
pointing outwards. 

 

 

The diagram below shows a simplified "one bend" explanation of the archer's 
paradox, and this is the explanation I give to beginners.  

I say, "the string pushes the arrow which bends around the bow": 
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TOP DOWN VIEW OF ARROW, STRING & BOW 

 

The crucial point is that the arrow must be of the correct spine so that it 
dynamically bends around the bow, the fletchings/vanes do not touch the 
riser or arrow rest and the arrow flies cleanly to the target. 

If an arrow of the wrong spine is shot, the fletchings, nock or arrow shaft will hit 
the bow. Indeed, consistently damaged fletchings/vanes are always an 
indication of poor arrow clearance. 

Thus, the archer, bow and arrows must be matched with each other. 
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Real Arrow Flight  

There are several excellent – if rather small – high speed video clips showing 
arrow flight on the Werner Beiter web site, here. These clips show the physics 
to be rather more involved than indicated above. 

The analysis & discussion given here is based upon the Beiter video clip.  

 Take a good, long look at the larger video clip on YouTube.  
 View it several times, and then step through the clip one-frame-at-a-time 

using the lower right hand side controls.  
 The arrow flight is highly involved and it is necessary to look at several 

things at once: the nock, pile and the degree of bend, how far the shot 
has proceeded, where the string is laterally, and exactly how the rear of 
the arrow clears the rest/button.  

 I have captured 7 frames from the video:  

 

Assuming a 28 inch arrow with a 9 inch bracing height, from the frames above: 

 0 inches: The moment the shot starts.  
 3 inches: Fingers push the string out, and the arrow bends in.  
 7 inches: The arrow straightens. The string is still out.  
 12 inches: The arrow bends out. The string is in.  
 19 inches: The exact moment the arrow leaves the string. The arrow is 

straight and the string is central.  
 26 inches: The nock end of the arrow "flicks out" and clears the arrow 

rest by a wide margin.  
 31 inches: The arrow is clear of the bow, but is still vibrating in and out.  
 This is perfect and what we are trying to achieve: clearance. No part of 

the arrow should touch as it passes the bow.  

http://www.wernerbeiter.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmtoEjjkgEA&feature=related
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YouTube Video Clips Showing Arrow Dynamics 

   

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmtoEjjkgEA&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmtoEjjkgEA&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WzWrcpzuAp8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFq8VJxs0rQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFq8VJxs0rQ
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Arrow Selection  

First decide upon a make and grade of arrow: Beman, Easton XX75, X7, ACE, 
etc. Choice will probably be influenced by price. My advice would be this: 

If you are missing the target once a dozen, get cheaper arrows. If you are an 
1100+ FITA archer, you will want the best, lightest, thinnest and fastest arrows 
possible. (For the indoor season a tournament archer will choose fat arrows.) If 
you are in between, then buy in between. 

Think long and hard, then choose. You MUST have faith in 
your choice!  

Like any sport, archery is in large part about belief. You must 
know that you have the right arrows. 

If serious, buy a dozen (12) or more matched arrows, don't mess about with 8. 
Cut all the arrows to length, and fletch 10 of them. If unsure, cut the arrows 
slightly long as they can always be shortened. 

Decide upon a clicker position for the cut length of arrow. Warning, it is very 
easy – even for an experienced archer [writing from experience] – to shoot to 
the wrong clicker position/arrow length, and therefore it is a good idea to spend 
some time making sure that the clicker position is exactly right before cutting 
arrows and attempting to tune a bow. 

Just because the clicker is very easy to move, it does does NOT mean that it is 
a good idea to fiddle with it!  

On the contrary, decide upon an arrow length and associated clicker position 
and stick with it.  

If you move the clicker more than a 1/4 inch it will be necessary to recheck the 
tuning. It will certainly it will be necessary to re-tune the bow if a set of arrows is 
shortened. 

However, occasionally radically alter your clicker position and then re-adjust 
position back to its/your natural place. 

Easton Arrow Selection Charts can be found at the bottom of this page. 

 

http://www.meta-synthesis.com/archery/archery.html#chart
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Bow Tuning 

There are at least 14 modes of movement associated with arrow flight (thanks 
to Martin Speakman, national coach for the diagram): 

 

Arrow flight is complex, where the term "complex" is used in a technical sense. 
There is a page on complexity theory – with lots of pretty pictures – here. The 
page is called Chemistry & Complexity, but the first part is a general 
introduction to complexity theory & systems thinking and it may be of interest to 
archers. 

Tuning is concerned with getting an arrow to fly to the target as cleanly as 
possible. 

 Arrow should not wobble up-and-down or side-to-side during flight... too 
much...  

 The arrow should fly straight to the target with-respect-to-the-bow such 
that there should be no lateral sight adjustment between 18m indoors 
and 100yd outside on a still day, this is called "center shot".  

 The fletchings (vanes) at the back of the arrow should clear the arrow 
rest. Damaged fletchings are a clear indication of poor arrow clearance.  

 The bow should be as quiet as possible. A quiet bow is a tuned bow and 
it putting maximum energy into the arrow. A noisy bow is wasting energy.  

Bow tuning is closely related to how well an archer shoots. Good archers are 
likely to have a strong and consistent shooting technique and will befit most 
from tuning. 

Archers learning the sport will likely have an inconsistent loose. The forward or 
soft loose – a common problem – will make an arrow appear too stiff for the 
bow and so it will fly badly.  

It is not possible to tune-out bad technique, but it is possible to leverage good 
technique with tuning. 

 

http://www.meta-synthesis.com/webbook/24_complexity/complexity.html
http://www.meta-synthesis.com/webbook/24_complexity/complexity.html
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Crude Tuning 1: Nocking Point  

On a well designed and well made bow, the upper limb is slightly stronger than 
the lower limb. The effect is that when shot the arrow will lift up and away from 
the arrow rest, so helping clearance. It is necessary to position the nocking 
point on the string a few mm above horizontal so the arrow clearance and arrow 
flight are coordinated. 

Nocking point is largely determined by basic technique, such as how many 
fingers are used. Once set, does not change much. 

To determine the nocking point position, I suggest and use the "walk-back" 
method.  

 Put up an old/softish boss with no face. Foam bosses are best. Use tape 
to put two horizontal lines on the boss: one at eye height and one and 
chin/arrow height. The idea is to aim at the top "eye" line, and have the 
arrow hit the lower "arrow" line. This method means the arrow leaves the 
bow exactly horizontally.  

 

 Stand ridiculously close to the target: a 30 in long rod should be close to 
touching the boss. Adjust the sight so that when aiming at the top "eye" 
line the arrow hits the bottom "arrow" line. Get a friend/coach to make 
sure the arrow is exactly horizontal at the moment of loose.  

 

 Shoot an arrow, take a pace back, shoot another and repeat until about 
15 paces back. Aim along the line, left-to-right, so the arrows hit in a line.  
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 There is a critical distance at about 5 to 8 metres. If the arrow hits 
fetching end "up", the nocking point needs to be lowered, and if it hits tail 
end down, the nocking point needs to be raised.  

 

 Once satisfied with the nocking point, repeat with unfletched arrows. 
These are far more critical than fletched arrows. It is quite possible to get 
unfletched arrows all hitting horizontally while walking back.  

 Check using unfletched arrows. These will accentuate an incorrect 
nocking point.  

 Make the nocking point on the string permanent.  
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Crude Tuning 2: Centre Shot 

When centre shot is set correctly, the arrow will travel "along the line of the 
bow". The advantage of having correct centre shot is that there will be no lateral 
sight adjustment between 15 and 90 metres: the arrow will be shooting straight 
and the maximum amount of energy will transfer to the arrow improving cast. 

 To check the centre shot you will need a friend/coach.  
 Put a target at about 40 yards or 70 metres, and there must be no wind.  
 Shoot a couple of dozen arrows first to get warmed up. Do not rush this 

procedure. Shoot as normal and adjust the sight so that arrows are 
grouping in the middle.  

 Get the friend/coach to stand directly behind and above you. They should 
be checking that at the moment of loose the string alignment down the 
bow, and they need to see the string and bow are aligned with the gold.  

 Friend/coach: Check that the string lines up with the centre of the bow 
AND the centre of the target AND check to see that the arrow flies along 
the same line. It may be necessary to stand on a chair.  

   

 

It is much easier to see when centre shot is wrong, because when correct the 
archer's head and bow can block out the view of the target. Get above the 
archer. 
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The photos above were "faked" with the archer deliberately aiming off, but this 
is exactly what poor centre shot looks like. Walk along a shooting line on a still 
day looking for set-ups with... and without... good centre shot. 

Centre shot is corrected by moving the pressure button and/or adjusting the 
stiffness of the pressure button. 

 If the bow centre line is pointing left (for a R/H archer) move the button 
out, make the spring stiffer or both.  

 If the bow centre line is pointing right, move the button in, make the 
spring weaker or do a bit of both.  

At this point a good question is: "Is it better to move the button position or 
adjust the spring stiffness?"  

This is fine tuning. Get the overall centre shot right first. 

Another – and even better – way to check & correct centre shot: 

On a still, totally windless day, put up a boss/target at 70 metres and shoot a 
few ends to get warmed up, set the sight and get a good "string picture" 
(below). 

Walk up to the target, until about 15 - 20 metres away. Move the sight up 
(obviously) to your indoor mark and shoot a few arrows using exactly the same 
string picture. (It may be a good idea to put a small 40 cm face to one side of 
the 122 cm face, and shoot at that.) Are the arrows still flying straight to the 
gold? Do you need to move the sight to the left or the right? 

If the arrows are still hitting straight, the centre shot is correct. But, if your sight 
needs to be moved left or right, your centre shot is wrong. 

So: 

 Move the sight left or right until the arrows are hitting the gold at 15 - 
20m.  

 Go back to 70 metres, and move the sight down to the 70 metre mark 
(obviously), but do not change the left or right sight.  

 Shoot a few arrows. However, this time correct any left-right bias by 
moving the button in or out, NOT the sight.  

 Go back to 15 - 20 and check that.  
 Check at 70.  
 Repeat at 20 and 70.  
 When there is no lateral adjustment between short (15 – 20) & long (70 –

 90) distances your centre shot is correct.  

However, there is one proviso: String Alignment  

 If an archer aligns their string with the sight pin, as the sight pin moves in 
and out [due to wind or poor centre shot] the string alignment will also 
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change. This may have technique implications as an archer may feel less 
aligned to the target.  

 If an archer aligns their string with the riser of the bow, as the sight 
moves in and out [due to wind or poor centre shot] the string alignment 
will NOT change. 
 
This may seem like a minor point. But, my personal technique is to align the string with 
the riser. When I do try to align with the pin I become very aware of my whole body 
stance.  
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Crude Tuning 3: The Bracing Height 

A bow has a static bracing height – the distance measured with a bracing height 
gauge – and a "dynamic bracing height", which is the distance between the 
string and the throat of the bow at the exact moment the arrow leaves the string, 
where the movement of the string is rather complex: 

 

The dynamic bracing height can only be determined by high speed 
photography. 

Static bracing height is a proxy for dynamic bracing height in the same way that 
static spine is a proxy for the dynamic degree of bend. 

Now, the arrow should part company with the string while the string is along the 
line of the centre shot: 

 

  

If, at the moment the nock leaves the string, the dynamic bracing height is either 
too low or too high: 
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the string will impart some unwanted lateral forces to the nock end of the arrow 
and the arrow flight will be very poor. 

This is why a badly shot arrow flies so badly: a forward loose, for example, will 
mean that the arrow is far too stiff and it will leave the string at the wrong 
moment. 

Modern recurve bows have a bracing height range of 8 - 9 1/2 inches or so. It 
depends on bow length and manufacturer. Check the Quicks catalogue for the 
bracing height range for your bow. 

 Shoot a couple of dozen arrows to get warmed up.  
 Twist up the string to the max to the bracing height for the bow, and add 

a 1/4 inch more.  
 Wax the string. Give the string a good hard wax, and then the rub the 

string with a cloth really, really, really hard until hot! – melt that wax in.  
 Shoot three arrows. Listen to the bow. Measure the bracing height.  
 Unbrace the bow, take half a dozen twists out, and shoot three arrows. 

Listen to the bow. Measure the bracing height.  
 Unbrace the bow, take half a dozen twists out, and shoot three arrows. 

Listen to the bow. Measure the bracing height.  
 Until a 1/4 inch below the lowest recommended bracing height, and 

shoot three arrows. Listen to the bow. Measure the bracing height.  
 At some bracing heights the bow will made a horrid cracking sound, but 

there should be one where the bow makes a satisfying  dooowwww-ing 
 noise. That is your bracing height.  

 Unbrace the bow, twist the string back the satisfying  doww-ing  noise 
bracing height, re-wax, and shoot three arrows. Listen to the bow. 
Measure the bracing height.  

 Now go through the same procedure, checking the sound and feel of the 
bow, above and below your bracing height.  

 Continue... for the rest of your time in archery. 

 However, a higher bracing height will always be quieter than a lower 
bracing height, but the bow will be slower. It is a balance. The correct 
bracing height is a sweet spot. The bow sings; it enjoys being shot.  

 

http://www.quicks.com/onlifram.htm
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Fine Tuning: The Button 

The button has two variables: 

 position  

 spring strength  

Take a look at frame 2 of the shot sequence analysed above: 

 

At this moment, the arrow is clearly pressing against the button.  

 The idea of the button is that it absorbs some of the of the lateral 
pressure so making the arrow appear to be slightly less stiff for clearance 
purposes.  

 Thus, the spring can be used to "tune-in" a slightly stiff arrow.  
 However, there is a balance because if the spring is softened the centre 

shot will change. It is a balance.  
 Check using unfletched arrows. These will accentuate an incorrect centre 

shot and poor button adjustment.  

The author of this page holds that much tosh is spoken about bow 
tuning using the ubiquitous pressure button.  

At a recent (early 2009) county squad training session with Richard 
Priestman – winner of two olympic medals – RP was checking button 
pressure and was only looking for a 'reasonable resistance'. He then 
stated that arrow spine, bow weight and arrow point weight were far 
more important than button pressure which had little impact or 
influence of arrow flight.  

We could not agree more: Nobody has ever been able to explain to this 
author how a pressure button can influence the physics of the arrow as 
completely as claimed!  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonsense
http://www.olympics.org.uk/athleterecord.aspx?at=2544
http://www.olympics.org.uk/athleterecord.aspx?at=2544
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Hyper Fine Tuning 

You are shooting well and getting good scores but you feel results could be a bit 
better, when you notice that one of your fletchings has scuff marks on it... 

 When you look closely, you realise that the same fletchings on all your 
arrows have identical scuff marks.  

 Your arrows are not clearing the bow handle and/or arrow rest and you 
need to hyper fine tune your arrows and bow.  

 If you are using one of the new super light weight magnetic arrow rests, 
you may be hitting the arrow rest, but do not realise it. Put lipstick all over 
the arrow rest, shoot, and check to see if there is lip stick on the 
fletchings/vanes to check for clearance.  

There are several things to alter:  

Arrow Length 
For a given spine, a shorter arrow is stiffer than a longer arrow. Therefore 
shortening an arrow will stiffen it. (Tip: ACE & X10 arrows, being barrelled, can 
be significantly stiffened by taking length off both the front and back of the 
arrow.)  

Point Weight  
A heavy point/pile will make an arrow bend more and a lighter point/pile will 
make the arrow stiffer. From the Quicks web site: "Shafts are noticeably 
affected by changing the point weight: a heavier point effectively weaken arrow 
and a lighter point means a stiffer effective arrow." 

Variable tiller 
Most modern bows have adjustable bow weight, say from 40# to 44#. The 
heavier draw weight will need a stiffer arrow. Thus, if an arrow is too stiff the the 
bow weight can be increased to tune it in. However, this is the wrong order. The 
draw weight should match the archer and the arrows should be made to match 
the archer + bow. 

Differential Variable Tiller 

Altering one limb more than the other means that it is possible change and/or 
fine-tune the nocking point. Indeed, after changing bow weight the nocking point 
should always be rechecked. 

Fletchings or Vanes: Spinning or Rifling 

An arrow should spin like a rifle bullet. This can be achieved by using: 

 natural feathers  

 giving straight vanes a helical offset (difficult on thin carbon arrows).  
 Spin-Wing vanes  

 QuikSpin vanes  

http://www.quicks.com/tipsfram.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rifling
http://www.spin-wing.com/
http://www.newarchery.com/
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Nocks 
From the Quicks web site: "Changing the nock on the back of the arrow can 
have a similar effect [to changing point weight. Beiter nocks are heavier than 
ACE nocks and effectively STIFFEN the arrow compared with ACE nocks. Why 
tell you this? Well 1999 Easton released a pin nock for the ACE shaft giving 
greater accuracy and protection from tail ending of shafts. You should be 
beware that changing to a new nock system can alter the effective stiffness of 
your ACEs."  

Yup, there are many variables... and by far the easiest to change is point 
weight.  

 Using break off points (for ACEs) it is possible to get weights from 60 to 
120 grain, in 10 grain steps.  

 Buy three 80/90/100 and three 100/110/120 grain points. Put these in six 
arrows, and mark the arrow to show its point weight.  

 Using lipstick, 'paint' the arrow rest and shoot the six arrows.  
 Shoot and check for lipstick on the fletchings.  

If you change point weight, it is necessary to recheck and re-tune your centre 
shot, bracing height and button, obviously... 

 

http://www.quicks.com/tipsfram.htm
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Window & String Picture 

String alignment when shooting is crucial to setting up the centre shot of the 
bow. On the pictures below the vertical blue line is the centre shot and the 
horizontal blue line is the... horizontal. 

A "open window" occurs when the string is aligned down the riser: 
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A "closed window" occurs when the string aligns with the sight pin: 

 

When shooting the string appears far more out of focus than on the above 
images... at least it does for Meta. 

(Repeat of what is said above): 

 If an archer aligns their string with the sight pin, as the sight pin moves in 
and out [due to wind or poor centre shot] the string alignment will also 
change. This may have technique implications as an archer may feel less 
aligned to the target.  

 If an archer aligns their string with the riser of the bow, as the sight 
moves in and out [due to wind or poor centre shot] the string alignment 
will NOT change.  
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The Future 

A new form of carbon has been discovered in which the carbon exists in tiny 
tubes called single walled carbon nanotubes or SWCNTs,  

read more on the Wikipedia, here. 

 SWCNTs are the lightest, stiffest 
material known, by a very wide margin.  

 Currently, single tubes can now be 
grown an inch or so long, and I am sure 
Easton will be very interested when 
they get to 32 inches.  

 Arrows 1mm in diameter anyone?  

 

 

 

Recurve Bow Tuning Links 

Note that, in this author's opinion, these pages overemphasize button 
tuning and underemphasize centre shot and bracing height.  

 Basic Bow Tuning by Graeme Jeffrey, Centenary Archers  

 Bow Tuning by Southampton University Archery Club  

 Principles of Bow/Arrow Tuning by Joe Tapley  

 Quicks' Tuning Tips  

 Bow Tuning by Steve Ellison  

 German Translation of this page  

 Bob Kooi's Archery publications  

 Some Notes on the Mechanics of Archery  

 The general Archer's Reference PDF file (68 pages)  

 

Easton Arrow Selection Tables (Recurve Bows) 

Select the spine (stiffness) using an arrow selector chart or software. Easton have developed a 
web application, available here, but make sure the software is set up for your bow type. There is 
also a lot of information in the Quicks catalogue which can be viewed as a .Pdf file, here. Ask for 
advice. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_nanotubes
http://www.centenaryarchers.gil.com.au/basic1.htm
http://www.soton.ac.uk/~archclub/tuning.php
http://homepage.ntlworld.com/joetapley/ftune.htm
http://www.quicks.com/tipsfram.htm
http://www.tenzone.u-net.com/Equipment/index.htm
http://home.arcor.de/vsgbogen/training/pfeil_&_pfeilflug.htm
http://www.bio.vu.nl/thb/users/kooi/
http://homepage.ntlworld.com/joetapley/
http://www.archersreference.co.uk/
http://www.eastonarchery.com/products.asp?show=chartsSelectors
http://www.quicks.com/
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This graphic, taken from the Easton Arrow Selector page, shows Spine vs. 
Weight for various types of arrow: 

 

Once you know one type of arrow, read across for arrows of the same or 
similar spine. Cut to the same length, these arrows should also shoot well from 
the same bow (after fine tuning). 

http://www.eastonarchery.com/spineWeight/target/
http://www.eastonarchery.com/spineWeight/target/
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An archer shooting a 29 inch '500 spine' arrow will have the choice of: 

 Lightspeed 500  
 ACE 520  
 ACE 470  
 Redline 520  
 Fatboy 500  
 Redline 460  
 X10 500  
 Navigator 480  
 ACC 3-28 ( = 500)  
 Aluminium 2212  
 Aluminium 2213  
 Aluminium 2114  
 Aluminium 2214  
 Aluminium 2016  
 Aluminium 2115  

although it may be necessary to fine-tune the arrow (above). Be aware that thin 
walled aluminium arrows – 2212, 2213, etc – are rather weak and will not last 
very long.  

 

: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLSXS4cRFFI
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